
More Chinese Culture

This Sunday afternoon Gail and I went to
downtown Denver to attend the “Amazing
China” performance at the Confucius
Institute at Community College of Denver.
A neighbor, Sunny, whose son and family
have worked in Shenyang for many years,
came with us. The celebration was for the
Chinese New Year. The program is at the
right. More details about the stories and
performers can be prepared for anyone
interested in them. There were perhaps 350
people in the audience, based on the hall
capacity of 500.

The first performance was amazing. The
actor changed painted faces instantly many
times, even while facing the audience. He
likely had hidden controls under his robe
because his left hand was hidden during the
changes, which took place in a tiny fraction
of a second. At the end he took off his head
set to reveal his own face.

Next was the first Beijing Opera skit and costume by
Ms. Tu. Ms. Cheng performed two elaborate pieces of
music on the dizi, a Chinese flute. Ms. Zhang’s first
performance was with the spinning plates. She did many
twists and rotations, even rolling over. At the end she
intentionally dumped the plates on the floor to show that
they were not attached to the rods. Gail and I had seen a
similar performance in Beijing in 2004.



The two men performed mock combat in their Opera skit. Then Ms. Tu played another role in a
different costume. Ms. Zhang returned to show her agility. She climbed through the small hoop,
leg first, then head and arms, then body and the other leg. She climbed through the barrel in the
same order, one leg first.

Zhang Hong then sang three songs in her beautiful voice. The Opera trio skit
included the dragon king and the monkey king. It was a very enjoyable afternoon for us.
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